Where Do I Fit In
Target Audience: Total Force

**Purpose**
To remind people that they all make up integral parts of the mission and that no job/AFSC/career field is more or less important than the other one. We have to leverage our strengths and backgrounds to become more effective team members.

**Description**
This is a team building exercise to demonstrate how we all fill a need in the Ai Force. Without which the entire Air Force would suffer in those positions were left unfilled for an extended period of time. We need to capitalize on our diversity! This exercise draws upon individual perspectives to complete a drawing -- one part of a whole (C-17) and then work in a group to form the larger picture. Another aspect that can be included in this exercise is how well the end result resembles the goal of a task.

**Employ**
- Print the attached *Team Building Worksheet – C17* puzzle and cut it on the designated lines.
- Gather a group of 11 people. (There are 11 pieces to the puzzle or individual drawings.)
- Use the attached PowerPoint slide deck to execute the exercise. There is additional guidance in the attached Execution Guide.